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Abstract. We describe a metalanguage MMML, which makes explicit
the order of evaluation (in the spirit of monadic metalanguages) and
the staging of computations (as in languages for multi-level binding-
time analysis). The main contribution of the paper is an operational
semantics which is sufficiently detailed for analyzing subtle aspects of
multi-stage programming, but also intuitive enough to serve as a refer-
ence semantics. For instance, the separation of computational types from
code types, makes clear the distinction between a computation for gener-
ating code and the generated code, and provides a basis for multi-lingual
extensions, where a variety of programming languages (aka monads) co-
exist. The operational semantics consists of two parts: local (semantics
preserving) simplification rules, and computation steps executed in a de-
terministic order (because they may have side-effects). We focus on the
computational aspects, thus we adopt a simple type system, that can
detect usual type errors, but not the unresolved link errors. Because of
its explicit annotations, MMML is suitable as an intermediate language.

1 Introduction

Staging a computation into multiple steps is a well-known optimization tech-
nique used in algorithms, which exploits information available in early stages for
generating code that will be executed in later stages. Multi-stage programming
languages, like MetaML (see [9, 15, 16, 3]), provide constructs for expressing stag-
ing in a natural and concise manner, and must allow arbitrary interleaving of
code generation and computation. Multi-stage programming is particularly con-
venient for defining generative components, which take as input a specification of
user requirements and generate on the fly a customized component, or mobile ap-
plications, which need to adapt after each move, e.g. by assembling components
downloaded remotely to generate code tailored to the local environment.
So far most of the theoretical research on multi-stage programming languages
has focused on type systems (for the most recent proposals see [3, 10, 11]).
The resulting operational semantics are often instrumental to a particular type
system (thus difficult to relate and compare), and often ignore the subtle inter-
actions between code generation and computational effects. In this paper, we
provide a deeper understanding of the computational aspects of multi-stage pro-
gramming, in the framework of a metalanguage with computational types Mτ
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and code types 〈τ〉: computational types classify terms describing computations,
while code types classify terms representing other terms. We believe that in this
framework one can have a fresh look at typing issues, and above all a generic
approach for adding staging to a programming language (described in a monadic
style), including a multi-lingual metalanguage.
An important principle of Haskell [12] is that pure functional evaluation (and all
the optimization techniques that come with it) should not be corrupted by the
addition of computational effects. In Haskell this separation has been achieved
through the use of monads (like monadic IO and monadic state). When describ-
ing MMML we adopt this principle not only at the level of types, but also at the
level of the operational semantics. In fact, we distinguish between simplification
(described by local rewrite rules) and computation (that may cause side-effects).

Summary. Section 2 describes a general pattern for specifying the operational
semantics of monadic metalanguages, which distinguishes simplification from
computation. Section 3 exemplifies the general pattern by considering a monadic
metalanguage MML for imperative computations. Section 4 introduces an ex-
tension MMML with staging, and explains how definitions and results for MML
have to be modified and extended. Section 5 gives simple examples of MMML
programs, which illustrate the most subtle points of the operational semantics.
Section 6 discusses related work and issues specific to MMML.

Notation. In the paper we use the following notations and conventions.

– m, n range over the set N of natural numbers. Furthermore, m ∈ N is iden-
tified with the set {i ∈ N|i < m} of its predecessors.

– e ranges over the set E∗ of finite sequences (ei|i ∈ m) of elements of E, and
|e| denotes its length (i.e. , m). e1, e2 denotes the concatenation of e1 and
e2.

– Term equivalence, written ≡, is α-conversion. FV(e) is the set of variables
free in e. If E is a set of terms, then E0 is the set of e ∈ E s.t. FV(e) = ∅.
e[xi: = ei|i ∈ m] (and e[x: = e]) denotes parallel substitution (modulo ≡).

– f : A
fin→ B means that f is a partial function from A to B with a finite

domain, written dom(f). We write {ai: bi|i ∈ m} for the partial function
mapping ai to bi (where the ai must be different, i.e. ai = aj implies i = j).
We use the following operations on partial functions: ∅ is the everywhere
undefined partial function; f1, f2 denotes the union of two partial functions
with disjoint domains; f{a: b} denotes the extension of f to a �∈ dom(f);
f{a = b} denotes the update of f in a ∈ dom(f).

– Given a BNF e: : = P1 | . . . | Pm, we write e+ = Pm+1 | . . . | Pm+n as a
shorthand for the extended BNF e: : = P1 | . . . | Pm+n.

– We write
∗
> for the reflexive and transitive closure of a a relation > .
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2 Monadic Metalanguages, Simplification and
Computation

We outline a general pattern for specifying the operational semantics of monadic
metalanguages, which distinguishes between transparent simplification and pro-
grammable computation. This is possible because in a monadic metalanguage
there is a clear distinction between term-constructors for building terms of com-
putational types, and the other term-constructors that are computationally ir-
relevant. For computationally relevant term-constructors we give an operational
semantics that ensures the correct sequencing of computational effects, e.g. by
adopting some well-established technique for specifying the operational seman-
tics of programming languages (see [19]), while for computationally irrelevant
term-constructors it suffices to give local simplification rules, that can be ap-
plied non-deterministically (because they are semantic preserving).

Remark 1. In [18] Wadler adopts a similar style, that distinguishes pure from
monadic reduction. However, his pure reduction is a deterministic strategy, while
simplification is non-deterministic. In this respect, our approach is related to the
Cham [2]: simplification corresponds to heating and computation to reaction.

Combinatory Reduction Systems. We work in the setting of Combinatory Re-
duction Systems (CRS) [8], which extends Term Rewriting Systems (TRS) with
binders. In Section 4 the uniformity of CRS descriptions is exploited for defining
the extension with staging generically and concisely. In a CRS the syntax of
terms is specified by a set C of term-constructors with given arity #: C → N∗

e ∈ E: : = x | c([xi]ei|i ∈ m) with #c = (ni|i ∈ m) and ∀i ∈ m.|xi| = ni

Variables x belong to an infinite set X. More complex terms are built by ap-
plying a term-constructor c to a sequence of abstractions [xi]ei binding the free
occurrences of the xi in ei, thus the set of free variables in c([xi]ei|i ∈ m) is

FV(c([xi]ei|i ∈ m)) ∆= ∪{FV([xi]ei)|i ∈ m} where FV([x]e) = FV(e) − {x}
In CRS rewrite rules e > e′ can be specified as in TRS, for instance the β-rule
is @(λ([x]e′), e) > e′[x: = e], where e and e′ are arbitrary terms. It is possible
to give a more schematic syntax for rewrite rules, but it requires metavariables
ranging over abstractions.
Given a set T of types τ , a type system deriving judgments of the form Γ 
 e: τ ,
where Γ : X

fin→ T is a type assignment, is specified by assigning to each term-
constructor c of arity #c = (ni|i ∈ m) a set of type schema (τ i⇒τi|i ∈ m)⇒τ
consistent with #c, i.e. , |τ i| = ni for i ∈ m. More precisely, the typing rules are

x
Γ 
 x: τ

Γ (x) = τ c
{Γ 
 [xi]ei: τ i⇒τi | i ∈ m}

Γ 
 c([xi]ei|i ∈ m): τ
c: (τ i⇒τi|i ∈ m)⇒τ

where Γ 
 [x]e: τ⇒τ stands for Γ, {xi: τi|i ∈ m} 
 e: τ with x = (xi|i ∈ m) and
τ = (τi|i ∈ m). Note that τ⇒τ is used in type schema, but it is not a type τ ∈ T.
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Monadic Metalanguages. To specify a monadic metalanguage we define:

– Types τ ∈ T, including computational types Mτ .
– Terms e ∈ E, including return ret(e) and monadic do do(e1, [x]e2), which

corresponds to Haskell do-notation x ⇐ e1; e2.
– A type system, which amounts to give for each term-constructor a set of

type schema, in particular for ret and do the type schema are ret: τ⇒Mτ
and do: Mτ1, (τ1⇒Mτ2)⇒Mτ2

– A simplification relation e > e′ on terms, namely the compatible closure
of a set of rewrite rules. By definition of > , the induced equivalence is
always a congruence. In addition, we require that > satisfies the Church
Rosser (CR) and Subject Reduction (SR) properties.

– A computation relation > on configurations. A configuration Id ∈ Conf
describes the state of a closed system, while the relation > describes how
a closed system may evolve. Usually there is an obvious way to extend >
to configurations (preserving the CR property). To formulate a type safety
result (along the lines of [19]), we must define well-formed configurations

 Id, show that both > and > preserve well-formedness (for >
it should be an easy consequence of SR), and finally establish a progress
property for ===⇒ ∆= > ∪ > .

Simplification should be orthogonal to computation, i.e. , if Id1
∗
> Id′1 and

Id1 can move Id1 > Id2, then Id′1 has a move Id′1 > Id′2 s.t. Id2
∗
> Id′2.

3 MML: A Monadic Metalanguage for Imperative
Computations

We introduce a monadic metalanguage MML for imperative computations, which
exemplifies the pattern outlined in Section 2 in a familiar case, namely a subset
of Haskell with the IO-monad. Moreover, MML provides a starting point for the
addition of staging.

– Types τ ∈ T: : = nat | Mτ | τ1 → τ2 | ref τ . The type nat of natural num-
bers avoids a degenerate BNF (we will ignore it most of the time).

– Term-constructors c ∈ C: : = ret | do | λ | @ | new | get | set | l . Locations
l belong to an infinite set L (they are not allowed in user-written programs,
but are instrumental to the operational semantics). The type schema for
term-constructors (from which one can infer also their arity) are
• ret: τ⇒Mτ and do: Mτ1, (τ1⇒Mτ2)⇒Mτ2

• @: (τ1 → τ2), τ1⇒τ2 and λ: (τ1⇒τ2)⇒(τ1 → τ2)
• new: τ⇒M(ref τ) , get: ref τ⇒Mτ and set: ref τ, τ⇒M(ref τ)

a signature Σ: L
fin→ T gives the type to locations, i.e. , l: ref τ when Σ(l) = τ .
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– The BNF for terms e ∈ E generated by the term-constructors above is
e: :=x | ret(e) | do(e1, [x]e2) |λ([x]e) |@(e1, e2) |new(e) | get(e) | set(e1, e2) | l

λ([x]e) and @(e1, e2) are λ-abstraction λx.e and application e1e2; new, get
and set are the ML-like operations ref e, !e and e1: = e2 on references.

The type system is parametric in Σ, and the rules for deriving judgments of the
form Γ 
Σ e: τ are

x
Γ 
Σ x: τ

Γ (x) = τ l
Γ 
Σ l: ref τ

Σ(l) = τ

c
{Γ 
Σ [xi]ei: τ i⇒τi | i ∈ m}

Γ 
Σ c([xi]ei|i ∈ m): τ
c: (τ i⇒τi|i ∈ m)⇒τ

Simplification > is the compatible closure of @(λ([x]e2), e1) > e2[x: = e1],
i.e. , β-reduction. We write = for β-equivalence, i.e. , the reflexive, symmetric
and transitive closure of > . We recall the properties of simplification (β-
reduction) relevant for our purposes.

Proposition 1 (Congr). The equivalence = induced by > is a congruence.

Proposition 2 (CR). The simplification relation > is confluent.

Proposition 3 (SR). If Γ 
Σ e: τ and e > e′, then Γ 
Σ e′: τ .

Remark 2. Several extensions can be handled at the level of simplification.

– The extension with a datatype, like nat or τ1 × τ2, amounts to add term-
constructors for introduction and elimination (zero: nat, succ: nat⇒nat and
case: nat, τ, (nat⇒τ)⇒τ) and simplification rules describing how they inter-
act (case(zero, e0, [x]e1) > e0 and case(succ(e), e0, [x]e1) > e1[x: = e]).

– Recursive definitions can be handled by a term-constructor fix: (τ⇒τ)⇒τ
with simplification rule fix([x]e) > e[x: = fix([x]e)]. However, if one wants
simplification of well-typed terms to terminate, then the type schema for fix
should be (Mτ⇒Mτ)⇒Mτ and fix([x]e) becomes a computation redex.

– A test for equality of references ifeq: ref τ, ref τ, τ ′, τ ′⇒τ ′ with simplification
rules ifeq(l, l, e1, e2) > e1 and ifeq(l1, l2, e1, e2) > e2 when l1 �= l2.

3.1 Computation

We define configurations Id ∈ Conf (and the auxiliary notions of store, evaluation
context and computation redex) and the computation relation Id > Id′ | ok
(see Table 1).

– Stores µ ∈ S
∆= L

fin→ E map locations to their contents.
– Evaluation contexts E ∈ EC: : = � | E[do(�, [x]e)] .
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– Configurations (µ, e, E) ∈ Conf
∆= S × E × EC consist of the current store µ,

the program fragment e under consideration and its evaluation context E.
– Computation redexes r∈R: :=do(e1, [x]e2) |ret(e) |new(e) | get(l) | set(l, e) .

When the program fragment under consideration is a computation redex, it en-
ables a computation step with no need for further simplification (see Theorem 1).

Administrative steps, involve only the evaluation context

A.0 (µ, ret(e),�) > ok
A.1 (µ, ret(e1), E[do(�, [x]e2)]) > (µ, e2[x: = e1], E)
A.2 (µ, do(e1, [x]e2), E) > (µ, e1, E[do(�, [x]e2)])

Imperative steps, involve only the store

I.1 (µ, new(e), E) > (µ{l: e}, ret(l), E), where l �∈ dom(µ)
I.2 (µ, get(l), E) > (µ, ret(e), E), provided e = µ(l)
I.3 (µ, set(l, e), E) > (µ{l = e}, ret(l), E), provided l ∈ dom(µ)

Table 1. Computation Relation for MML

The confluent simplification relation > on terms extends in the obvious
way to a confluent relation (denoted > ) on stores, evaluation contexts,
computation redexes and configurations.
A complete program corresponds to a closed term e ∈ E0 (with no occurrences
of locations l), and its evaluation starts from the initial configuration (∅, e, �).
The following properties ensure that only closed configurations are reachable (by

> and > steps) from initial ones.

Lemma 1.

1. If (µ, e, E) > (µ′, e′, E′), then dom(µ′) = dom(µ) and
FV(µ′) ⊆ FV(µ), FV(e′) ⊆ FV(e) and FV(E′) ⊆ FV(E).

2. If Id > Id′ and Id is closed, then Id′ is closed.

When the program fragment under consideration is a computation redex, it does
not matter whether simplification is done before or after computation.

Theorem 1 (Bisim). If Id ≡ (µ, e, E) with e ∈ R and Id
∗
> Id′, then

1. Id > D implies ∃D′ s.t. Id′ > D′ and D
∗
> D′

2. Id′ > D′ implies ∃D s.t. Id > D and D
∗
> D′

where D and D′ range over Conf ∪ {ok}.
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Proof. An equivalent statement, but easier to prove, is obtained by replacing
∗
> with one-step parallel reduction. A key observation for proving the bisim-

ulation result is that simplification applied to a computation redex r and an
evaluation context E does not change the relevant structure (of r and E) for
determining the computation step among those in Table 1.

3.2 Type Safety

We go through the proof of type safety. The result is standard and unsurprising,
but we make some adjustments to the Subject Reduction (SR) and Progress
properties, in order to stress the role of simplification > and computation

> , when they are not bundled in one deterministic reduction strategy on
configurations. First of all, we define well-formedness for configurations 
Σ Id
and evaluation contexts �: Mτ 
Σ E: Mτ ′.

Definition 1. We write 
Σ (µ, e, E) ∆⇐⇒
– dom(Σ) = dom(µ)
– µ(l) = el and Σ(l) = τl imply 
Σ el: τl

– there exists τ such that 
Σ e: Mτ is derivable
– there exists τ ′ such that �: Mτ 
Σ E: Mτ ′ is derivable (see Table 2)

�
�: Mτ ′ �Σ �: Mτ ′ do

�: Mτ2 �Σ E: Mτ ′ �Σ [x]e: τ1⇒Mτ2

�: Mτ1 �Σ E[do(�, [x]e)]: Mτ ′

Table 2. Well-formed Evaluation Contexts for MML

Theorem 2 (SR).

1. If 
Σ Id1 and Id1 > Id2, then 
Σ Id2

2. If 
Σ1 Id1 and Id1 > Id2, then exists Σ2 ⊇ Σ1 s.t. 
Σ2 Id2

Proof. The first claim is an easy consequence of Proposition 3. The second is
proved by case-analysis on the computation rules of Table 1.

Theorem 3 (Progress). If 
Σ (µ, e, E), then one of the following holds

1. e �∈ R and e > , or
2. e ∈ R and (µ, e, E) >

Proof. When e ∈ R we have (µ, e, E) > , e.g. when e is get(l) or set(l, e′), then
l ∈ dom(µ) by well-formedness of the configuration. When e �∈ R, then e cannot
be a > -normal form, otherwise we get a contradiction with 
Σ e: Mτ .
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4 MMML: A Multi-stage Extension of MML

We describe a monadic metalanguage MMML obtained by adding staging to
MML. At the level of syntax, type system and simplification the extension is
generic, i.e. , applicable to any monadic metalanguage (as defined in Section 2).

– The BNF for types τ ∈ T+ = 〈τ〉 is extended with code types.

– The BNF for term-constructors c ∈ C+ = up | dn | cV | cM is extended
with up, dn and two recursive productions cV and cM , which capture the
reflective nature of the extension (the set of term-constructors for MMML is
infinite, although that for MML is finite). The type schema for the additional
term-constructors are
• up: τ⇒〈τ〉 is MetaML cross-stage persistence (aka binary inclusion).
• dn: 〈τ〉⇒Mτ is compilation of (potentially open) code. An attempt to

compile open code causes an unresolved link error (an effect not present
in MML), thus dn has a computational result type.

• if c: (τ i⇒τi|i ∈ m)⇒τ , then
∗ cV : (〈τ i〉⇒〈τi〉|i ∈ m)⇒〈τ〉 builds code representing a term c(. . .)
∗ cM : (〈τ i〉⇒M〈τi〉|i ∈ m)⇒M〈τ〉 builds a computations that gener-

ates code representing c(. . .)
where 〈τi|i ∈ m〉 stands for the sequence (〈τi〉|i ∈ m). For instance,
λV : (〈τ1〉⇒〈τ2〉)⇒〈τ1 → τ2〉 and λM : (〈τ1〉⇒M〈τ2〉)⇒M〈τ1 → τ2〉.

The key difference between cV and cM (reflected in their type schema) is that
generating code with cM may have computational effects, while with cV does
not. For instance, the computation λM ([x]e) generates a fresh name (a new
effect related to computation under a binder), performs the computation e
to generate the code e′ for the body of the λ-abstraction, and finally returns
the code λV ([x]e′) for the λ-abstraction.

The BNF for terms e ∈ E and the type system (for deriving judgments of the
form Γ 
Σ e: τ) are extended in the only possible way, given the type schema for
the term-constructors. In MMML (unlike λ© and MetaML) there is no need to
include level information in typing judgments, since it is already explicit in types
and terms. For instance, a MetaML type τ at level 1 becomes 〈τ〉 in MMML, and
a λ at level 1 becomes a λV or λM .
Simplification > is unchanged, i.e. , no new simplification rules are added.
The properties of simplification established in Section 3 (i.e. , Proposition 1, 2
and 3) continue to hold and their proofs are unchanged.

Remark 3. One may wonder whether there is a need to have both cM and cV ,
or whether cM can be defined in terms of cV and term-constructors for compu-
tational types. Indeed, this is the case when c is not a binder. For instance,
when c: τ1⇒τ2 and e: Mτ1, we could define cM (e) as do(e, [x]ret(cV (x))).
However, when c is a binder, like λ, one cannot move the computation of the
body of λM ([x]e) outside the binder. One could adopt a more concrete repre-
sentation of terms using first-order abstract syntax (FOAS), and introduce a
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monadic operation gensym: M〈τ〉 to generate a fresh name (see [6]). But in this
approach λV is no longer a binder, and this would be a drastic loss of abstraction
for a reference semantics.
In λ-calculus one can encode a term-constructor c as a constant c′ of higher-
order type. For instance, do(e1, [x]e2) becomes do′@e1@(λx.e2), where we adopt
the standard infix notation for application @. Then we can use c′V to encode
cM and cV . For instance, doV (e1, [x]e2) becomes do′V @V e1@V (λV x.e2), and
doM (e1, [x]e2) becomes do@e1@(λc.do@(λMx.e2)@(λf.do′V @V c@V f)). With this
encoding (unlike FOAS) there is no loss of abstraction, moreover it gives better
control on code generation, e.g. doM (e1, [x]e2) (and its encoding) computes e1

first, while do@(λMx.e2)@(λf.do@e1@(λc.do′V @V c@V f)) computes e2 first.

4.1 Computation

We now define configurations and the computation relation Id > Id′ | ok | err
for MMML (see Table 3), where err indicates an unresolved link error at run-time.
We must account for run-time errors, because we have adopted a permissive (and
simple) type system. In the following we stress what auxiliary notions need to
be changed when going from MML to MMML.

Remark 4. When adding staging, the modifications to the definition of >
are fairly modular, but we cannot rely on a general theory (like rewrite rules for
CRS) as in the case of simplification.

– Stores µ ∈ S
∆= L

fin→ E are unchanged.
– Evaluation contexts E ∈ EC+ = E[cM (v, [x]�, f)] are extended with one

production, where c ∈ C, f : : = [x]e is an abstraction, v: : = [x]ret(e) is a
value abstraction. Moreover, v, x and f must be consistent with the arity of
c, for instance E[λM ([x]�)], E[doM (�, [x]e)] and E[doM (ret(e), [x]�)].
Intuitively E[λM ([x]�)] says that the program fragment under consideration
is generating code for the body of a λ-abstraction.

– A configuration (X |µ, e, E) ∈ Conf
∆= Pfin(X)×S×E×EC has an additional

component, i.e. , the set X of names generated so far. A name may leak
outside the scope of its binder, thus X grows as the computation progresses.

– Computation redexes r ∈ R + = cM (f) | dn(vc) are extended with two

productions, where c ∈ C, f must be consistent with the arity of c, and
vc ∈ VC: : = x | up(e) | cV ([xi]vci|i ∈ m) is a code value. The redex cM (f)

may generate fresh names, while dn(vc) may cause an unresolved link error.

Compilation dn takes a code value vc of type 〈τ〉 and computes the term e of
type τ represented by vc (or fails if e does not exist). The represented term e is
given by an operation similar to MetaML’s demotion.

Definition 2 (Demotion). The partial function ↓ mapping vc ∈ VC to the
represented term is given by
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– x↓ is undefined; up(e)↓= e (this is a base case, like x);
cV ([xi]vci|i ∈ m)↓= c([xi]ei|i ∈ m) when ei = vci[xi: = up(xi)]↓ for i ∈ m

where up(x) is the sequence (up(xi)|i ∈ m) when x = (xi|i ∈ m)

Administrative and Imperative steps are as in Table 1, they do not modify the set X.
Code generation steps, involve only the set X and the evaluation context

G.0 (X|µ, cM , E) > (X|µ, ret(cV ), E) when the arity of c is ()
G.1 (X|µ, cM ([x]e, f), E) > (X, x|µ, e,E[cM ([x]�, f)]) with x renamed to avoid

clashes with X. In particular (X|µ, λM ([x]e), E) > (X, x|µ, e, E[λM ([x]�)])
G.2 (X|µ, ret(e), E[cM (v, [x]�)]) > (X|µ, ret(cV (f, [x]e)), E) where

v = ([xi]ret(ei)|i ∈ m) and f = ([xi]ei|i ∈ m). The free occurrences of x in e get
captured by cV , e.g. (X|µ, ret(e),E[λM ([x]�)]) > (X|µ, ret(λV ([x]e)), E)

G.3 (X|µ, ret(e1), E[cM (v, [x1]�, [x2]e2, f)]) >
(X, x2|µ, e2, E[cM (v, [x1]ret(e1), [x2]�, f)]) with x2 renamed to avoid clashes
with X, and the free occurrences of x1 in e1 captured by cM .

Compilation step, may cause a run-time error

C.1 (X|µ, dn(vc), E) >

�
(X|µ, ret(e), E) if e = vc↓
err if vc↓ undefined

Table 3. Computation Relation for MMML

In an evaluation context for MMML, e.g. E[λM ([x]�)], the hole � can be within
the scope of a binder, thus an evaluation context E has not only a set of free
variables, but also a sequence of captured variables.

Definition 3. The sequence CV(E) of captured variables and the set FV(E)
of free variables are defined by induction on the structure of E

– CV(�) ∆= ∅ CV(E[do(�, [x]e)]) ∆= CV(E)
CV(E[cM (v, [x]�, f)]) ∆=CV(E), x in particular CV(E[λM ([x]�)]) ∆=CV(E), x

– FV(�) ∆= ∅ FV(E[do(�, [x]e)]) ∆= FV(E) ∪ (FV([x]e) − CV(E))
FV(E[cM (v, [x]�, f)]) ∆= FV(E) ∪ (FV(v, f) − CV(E))

As in the case of MML, the confluent simplification relation on terms extends to a
confluent relation on the other syntactic categories. Also for MMML we can prove
that only closed configurations are reachable from an initial one (∅|∅, e, �), where
e ∈ E0. However, the second clause of Lemma 2 is more subtle, in particular it
ensures that FV(E) and CV(E) remain disjoint.

Lemma 2.

1. If (X |µ, e, E) > (X ′|µ′, e′, E′), then X ′=X, dom(µ′)=dom(µ), CV(E′)=
CV(E), FV(µ′) ⊆ FV(µ), FV(e′) ⊆ FV(e) and FV(E′) ⊆ FV(E).
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2. If (X |µ, e, E) > (X ′|µ′, e′, E′), FV(µ, e) ∪ CV(E) ⊆ X and FV(E) ⊆
X − CV(E), then X ⊆ X ′, dom(µ) ⊆ dom(µ′), FV(µ′, e′) ∪ CV(E′) ⊆ X ′

and FV(E′) ⊆ X ′ − CV(E′).

The bisimulation result (Theorem 1) is basically unchanged, but the proof must
cover additional cases corresponding to the computation rules in Table 3.

4.2 Type Safety

In MMML the definitions of well-formed configuration ∆ 
Σ Id and evaluation
context ∆, �: Mτ 
Σ E: Mτ ′ must take into account the set X . For this reason
we need a type assignment ∆ which maps names x ∈ X to code types 〈τ〉.

Definition 4. We write ∆ 
Σ (X |µ, e, E) ∆⇐⇒
– dom(Σ) = dom(µ) and dom(∆) = X
– µ(l) = el and Σ(l) = τl imply ∆ 
Σ el: τl

– there exists τ such that ∆ 
Σ e: Mτ is derivable
– there exists τ ′ such that ∆, �: Mτ 
Σ E: Mτ ′ is derivable (see Table 4).

�
∆,�: Mτ ′ �Σ �: Mτ ′ do

∆,�: Mτ2 �Σ E: Mτ ′ ∆ �Σ [x]e: τ1⇒Mτ2

∆,�: Mτ1 �Σ E[do(�, [x]e)]: Mτ ′

cM

∆,�:M〈τ 〉 �Σ E: Mτ ′

{∆ �Σ vi: 〈τ i〉⇒M〈τi〉 | i ∈ m} {∆ �Σ fi: 〈τm+1+i〉⇒M〈τm+1+i〉 | i ∈ n}
∆, {xk: 〈τ ′

k〉|k ∈ p},�: M〈τm〉 �Σ E[cM (v, [x]�, f)]: Mτ ′ cond

where the side-condition (cond) is:
v = (vi|i ∈ m) and f = (fi|i ∈ n)
cM : (〈τ i〉⇒M〈τi〉|i ∈ m + 1 + n)⇒M〈τ 〉
τm = (τ ′

k|k ∈ p) and x = (xk|k ∈ p)

in particular λM

∆,�: M〈τ1 → τ2〉 �Σ E: Mτ ′

∆, x: 〈τ1〉,�: M〈τ2〉 �Σ E[λM ([x]�)]: Mτ ′

Table 4. Well-formed Evaluation Contexts for MMML

Remark 5. The formation rule (cM ) for an evaluation context E[cM (v, [x]�, f)]
says that the captured variables x must have a code type (this is consistent with
the code generation rules (G.1) and (G.3) of Table 3) and that they should not
occur free in E, v or f (this is consistent with the second property in Lemma 2).

Lemma 3. If Γ 
Σ vc: 〈τ〉 and e = vc↓, then Γ 
Σ e: τ .

We can now formulate the SR and progress properties for MMML.
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Theorem 4 (SR).

1. If ∆ 
Σ Id1 and Id1 > Id2, then ∆ 
Σ Id2

2. If ∆1 
Σ1 Id1 and Id1 > Id2, then exist Σ2 ⊇ Σ1 and ∆2 ⊇ ∆1 s.t.
∆2 
Σ2 Id2

Proof. The first claim is straightforward (see Theorem 2). The second is proved
by case-analysis on the computation rules, so we must cover the additional cases
for the computation rules in Table 3, e.g.

(G.1) if Id1 is (X |µ, λM ([x]e), E), then Id2 is (X, x|µ, e, E[λM ([x]�)]) and the
typings ∆1, x: 〈τ1〉 
Σ1 e: M〈τ2〉 and ∆1, �: M〈τ1 → τ2〉 
Σ1 E: τ ′ are
derivable. Therefore we can take Σ2 ≡ Σ1 and ∆2 ≡ ∆1, x: 〈τ1〉.

(C.1) if Id1 is (X |µ, dn(vc), E), then Id2 is (X, x|µ, ret(e), E) with e = vc↓ and
the typings ∆1 
Σ1 vc: 〈τ〉 and ∆1, �: Mτ 
Σ1 E: τ ′ are derivable. By
Lemma 3 ∆1 
Σ1 e: τ is derivable, therefore we can take Σ2 ≡ Σ1 and
∆2 ≡ ∆1.

Lemma 4. If ∆ 
Σ e: τ and e is a > -normal form, then

– τ ≡ nat implies e is a natural number
– τ ≡ Mτ implies e is a computation redex
– τ ≡ ref τ implies e is a location
– τ ≡ 〈τ ′〉 implies e is a code value
– τ ≡ (τ1 → τ2) implies e is a λ-abstraction

Proof. By induction on the derivation of ∆ 
Σ e: τ . The base cases are: x, up,
l, λ, ret, do, new and cM . The inductive steps are: get, set, dn, cV and @ (@ is
impossible because by the IH one would have a β-redex).

Theorem 5 (Progress). If ∆ 
Σ (X |µ, e, E), then one of the following holds

1. e �∈ R and e > , or
2. e ∈ R and (X |µ, e, E) >

Proof. When e ∈ R we have (µ, e, E) > (see Theorem 3). When e �∈ R,
then e cannot be a > -normal form. otherwise we get a contradiction with
∆ 
Σ e: Mτ and Lemma 4.

5 Examples

We give simple examples of computations in MMML to illustrate subtle points
of multi-stage programming. For readability, we use Haskell’s do-notation x ⇐
e1; e2 (or e1; e2) for do(e1, [x]e2) (when x �∈ FV(e2)) and write λBx.e for λB([x]e).
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Scope extrusion: a bound variable x leaks in the store.

l ⇐ new(0V ); (λMx.set(l, x); ret(x)): M〈nat → nat〉

1. (∅ | ∅, new(0V ), l ⇐ �; λMx.set(l, x); ret(x)) create a location l
2. (∅ | l = 0V , λMx.set(l, x); ret(x), �) generate a fresh name x
3. (x | l = 0V , set(l, x), λMx.�; ret(x)) assign x to l
4. (x | l = x, ret(x), λMx.�) complete code generation of λ-abstraction
5. (x | l = x, ret(λV x.x), �) x is bound by λV , but a copy is also left in

the store.

The semantics in [3] is more conservative, when a variable leaks in the store it is
bound by dead-code annotation., but on closed values the two semantics agree.

Recapturing of extruded variable by its binder.

λMx. l ⇐ new(x); get(l): M〈τ → τ〉

1. (∅ | ∅, λMx. l ⇐ new(x); get(l), �) generate x, then create l
2. (x | l = x, get(l), λMx.�) get content of l
3. (x | l = x, ret(x), λMx.�) complete code generation of λ-abstraction
4. (x | l = x, ret(λV x.x), �) x is bound by λV .

This form of recapturing is allowed by [17], but not by [3].

No recapturing of extruded variable by another binder using the same name.

l ⇐ new(0V ); (λMx.set(l, x); ret(x)); z ⇐ get(l); ret(λV x.z): M〈τ → nat〉

1. (∅ | l = 0V , (λMx.set(l, x); ret(x)), �; z ⇐ get(l); ret(λV x.z))
generate x and assign it to l

2. (x | l = x, ret(λV x.x), �; z ⇐ get(l); ret(λV x.z))
first code generation completed

3. (x | l = x, get(l), z ⇐ �; ret(λV x.z)) get content of l
4. (x | l = x, ret(x), z ⇐ �; ret(λV x.z))

complete code generation of λ-abstraction
5. (x | l = x, ret(λV x′.x), �)

the bound variable x is renamed by substitution ret(λV x.z)[z: = x]

No recapturing of extruded variable by its binder after code generation.

l ⇐ new(0V ); z ⇐ (λMx.λMy.set(l, y); ret(x));
f ⇐ dn(z); u ⇐ get(l); ret(f u) : M(nat → 〈nat〉)

1. (x, y | l = y, ret(λV x.λV y.x), z ⇐ �; f ⇐ dn(z); u ⇐ get(l); ret(f u))
code generation completed, y is bound by λV and leaked in the store

2. (x, y | l = y, dn(λV x.λV y.x), f ⇐ �; u ⇐ get(l); ret(f u)) compile code
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3. (x, y | l = y, ret(λx.λy.x), f ⇐ �; u ⇐ get(l); ret(f u))
get content of l and apply f to it

4. (x, y | l = y, ret((λx.λy.x) y), �) the result simplifies to (λy′.y), because
the bound variable y is renamed by β-reduction.

When y is recaptured by λV , it becomes a bound variable and can be renamed.
Therefore, the connection with the (free) occurrences of y left in the store (or
the program fragment under consideration) is lost.

6 Related Work and Discussion

We discuss related work and some issues specific to MMML. A more general
discussion of open issues in meta-programming can be found in [14].

Comparison with MetaML, λ© and λM. The motivation for looking at the inter-
actions between computational effects and run-time code generation comes from
MetaML [9, 15, 16, 3]. We borrow code types from MetaML (and λ© of [4]), but
use annotated term-constructors as in λM of [4] (see also [7]), so that simplifica-
tion and computation rules are level insensitive. Indeed, the term-constructors
c ∈ C of MMML can be given by an alternative BNF

c: : = retB | doB |λB |@B |newB | getB | setB | lB |upB | dnB with B ∈ {V, M}∗

For instance, λB is λ when B is empty; if c is λB, then cV and cM are given
by λBV and λBM respectively. However, MMML’s annotations are sequences
B ∈ {V, M}∗, while those of λM are natural number n. A sequence B identifies
a natural number n, namely the length of B, moreover for each i < n it says
whether computation at that level has been completed, as expressed by the
different typing for cV and cM . The refined annotations of term-constructors
(and computational types) allow to distinguish the following situations:

– (λMx.e, E) we start generating code for a λ-abstraction
– (e, E[λMx.�]) we have generated a fresh name x, and start generating code

for the body
– (e, E[λMx.E′]) we are somewhere in the middle of the computation gener-

ating code for the body
– (ret(e), E[λMx.�]) we have the code for the body of the λ-abstraction
– (ret(λV x.e), E) we have the code for the λ-abstraction

All operational semantics proposed for MetaML or λ© do not make these fine-
grain distinctions. Only [10], which extends λ� of [5] with names a la FreshML
(and intensional analysis), has an operational semantics with steps modeling
fresh name generation and recapturing, but its relations with λ© and MetaML
have not been investigated, yet.
The up and dn primitives of MMML are related to cross-stage persistence %e
and code execution run e of MetaML. In MMML demotion vc ↓ is partial, thus
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evaluation of dn(vc) may raise an unresolved link error, while in MetaML de-
motion is total, and an unresolved link error is raised only when evaluating x
(at level 0). However, in [3] demotion is applied only to closed values, during
evaluation of well-typed programs.

Multi-lingual extensions. It is easy to extend a monadic metalanguage, like
MMML, to cope with a variety of programming languages: each programming
language PLi is modeled by a different monad Mi with its own set of opera-
tions. However, one should continue to have one code type constructor 〈τ〉,
i.e. , the representation of terms should be uniform. Therefore, there should be
one up: τ⇒〈τ〉 and one cV (for each c), but several dni: 〈τ〉⇒Miτ and cMi , one
for each monad Mi. In this way, we could have terms of type M1〈M2τ〉, which
correspond to a program written in PL1 for generating programs written in PL2.

Compilation strategies. The compilation step (C.1) in Table 3 uses the demotion
operation of Definition 2, which returns the term vc ↓ of type τ represented by
a code value vc of type 〈τ〉 (if such a term exists). One could adopt a lazier
compilation strategy, which delays the compilation of parts of the code. A lazy
strategy has the effect of delaying unresolved link errors, including the possibility
of never raising them (when part of the code is dead). For instance, a possible
clause for lazy demotion is retV (e) ↓= dn(e). A more aggressive approach is to
replace the compilation step with simplification rules

dn(up(e)) > e dn(cV ([xi]ei|i ∈ m)) > c([xi]dn(ei[xi: = up(xi)])|i ∈ m)

However, one must modify the type system to ensure the SR and progress prop-
erty,but changing the type schema for dn to 〈τ〉⇒τ is not enough!

Type systems. We have adopted a simple type system for MMML, which does
not detect statically all run-time errors. In particular, we have not included the
closed type constructor [τ ] of MetaML for two reasons:

1. there are alternative approaches to prevent link errors incomparable with
the closed type approach (e.g. the region-based approach of [17] and the
environment classifier approach of [11])

2. it requires dead-code annotations (x)e that are instrumental to the proof of
type safety.

Better type systems are desirable not only for detecting errors statically, but
also to provide more accurate type schema for dn, e.g. dn: [〈τ〉]⇒τ , which could
justify replacing the compilation step by local simplification rules (see above).
[10] is the best attempt up-to-date in addressing typing issues, although it does
not explicitly consider computational effects. The adaptation of Nanevski’s type
system to MMML, e.g. refining code types 〈τ |C〉 with a set C of names, is a
subject for further research. Also the type system of [11] (where one has several
code type constructors 〈τ〉α, corresponding to different ways of representing
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terms) could be adapted to MMML, but at a preliminary check it seems that the
more accurate type schema (∀α.〈τ〉α)⇒∀α.τ for dn is insufficient to validate the
local simplification rules for compilation.

Uniform representation in Logical Frameworks. The code types of MMML pro-
vide a uniform representation of terms, similar to the (weak) Higher-Order Ab-
stract Syntax (HOAS) encoding of object logics in a logical framework (LF).
Of course, in a LF there are stronger requirements on HOAS encodings, but
any advance in the area of LF is likely to advance the state-of-the-art in meta-
programming. Recently [10] has made significant advances in the area of in-
tensional analysis, i.e. , the ability to analyze code (see [14]), by building on
[13].

Monadic intermediate languages. [1] advocates the use of MIL for expressing
optimizing transformations. Also MMML could be used for this purpose, but for
having non-trivial optimizations one has to introduce more aggressive simplifi-
cations (than those strictly needed for defining the operational semantics) and
refine monadic types with effect information as done in [1]. In general, we expect
β-conversion @(λ([x]e2), e1) ≈ e2[x: = e1] and the following equivalences to be
observationally sound

– do(ret(e1), [x]e2) ≈ e2[x: = e1]
– cM ([xi]ret(ei)|i ∈ m) ≈ ret(cV ([xi]ei|i ∈ m))

while other equivalences, like @V (λV ([x]e2), e1) ≈ e2[x: = e1], are more fragile
(e.g. they fail when the language is extended with intensional analysis).

Acknowledgments. We thank Francois Pottier, Amr Sabry, Walid Taha for
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